
“Five Smooth Stones …” 1 Samuel 17:40 
 

These past few weeks have been some of the most attention-grabbing, 
challenging and stressful times for me in ministry. Most pastors are not trained to 
tackle a pandemic.  Community health crisis management classes were never part of 
our seminary curriculum between homiletics and systematic theology.  I look back at 
my 36 years of service, and I think along the way God has given me just a few events 
to help me prepare for this moment in history.   

 
Yet, in my “calling” I joined many other people with a passion to serve united 

against a common goal.  We worked united, helping struggling family farms grind 
through the Farm Crisis and farm foreclosures.  We worked united, serving the fearful 
during the attack on our nation during 9-11.  We worked united, during the aftermath 
of hurricane Katrina by stuffing a semi-truck full of supplies.  We worked united, 
leading mission teams to Mississippi for reconstruction, most recently serving in Texas 
just two years ago, helping with the rebuilding process from hurricane Harvey.  In 
some significant ways, these were baby steps for preparation for this COVID-19 
pandemic we now face united.     

 
These past few weeks Americans have been learning on the job and will 

continue to learn on the job long into the future.  This on-the-job training, as well as 
our past experiences, combine to bolster and teach our nation how best to face the 
problems of life standing directly before us which reminds me of a young man from the 
Bible, a shepherd teen, with his staff and sling in hand.   

 
In the 1 book of Samuel, brave David brushed aside the use of 

Saul’s armor, the advice of his conceited brothers and walked out onto 
the field of battle, not alone but with the Lord God almighty by his side.  
A mere shepherd boy, with nothing more than five smooth stones in his 

bag and a sling, stood before this massive giant of a warrior and defied the odds.  He 
defeated the Philistine and won the day of battle with one well-placed shot.   

 
In our little pouch, we have five smooth stones for our sling to fight this corona 

virus.  These five smooth stones include: faith to combat fear, truth to combat 
ignorance, kindness/mercy to combat greed, science to combat rumor, and hope to 
combat darkness.  When we work united, we will meet and defeat the Medusa before 
us.  We will rise up.  We will endure. We will prevail.   

 
Stay well.  Stay safe.  Stay connected.  Stay put.  Stay united.   
 
Pastor John  
 
Read the whole story of David and Goliath in 1 Samuel chapter 17.  


